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ABSTRACT 
A goo d number of community groups including CBOs have started feeling the 
presence an d importance of CED Program in Tanzania. This has happened due to 
uniqueness o f the training approaches o f CED Program used for installing expertise to 
Tanzania academicians, development activists and community workers. 
The notable and unique approach by CED program is the way it translates theoretica l 
skills into practice, and eventually be absorbed and internalized within Tanzanian 
communities. 
In ensuring that it is really happening, the policy of the CED program requires all 
students to cooperate wit h community based organizations and other development 
agents and use the skill s and knowledge taught in class as means for tackling 
development obstacles wit h the community. 
The author was requested t o work jointly with the CBO for the minimum time of 18 and 
eventually develop a project proposal for fund raising, in order to finance the 
construction of a day care cente r 
Before concluding with the CB O o n how to go about implementing this project, i t was 
agreed (betwee n C B O and th e studen t consultant ) o n th e nee d o f th e communit y 
members t o b e involve d righ t fro m th e beginning , so a s t o ge t thei r ful l potentia l in 
terms of participation, and their support in the whole process of project implementation 
To mak e thi s int o practice , a  survey was conducted that involve d mostly , the parent s 
who have their children enrolled at the existing day care center. The result of this survey 
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showed a positive response fro m th e community that they are ready to participate during 
implementation of this project. 
During feedback givin g stage (to the entire community around the existing center) 
and that of resource need assessment, it was learnt that there was a gap of resources 
between the required and available ones. 
According t o th e prepare d BO Q and cos t estimate s o f th e project , a  tota l o f Tsh s 
91,615,330/= wa s require d fo r implementatio n o f th e projec t t o a  completio n point . 
After th e resourc e capacit y assessmen t wa s done , i t wa s foun d tha t th e CB O and th e 
community were only able to raise a total of Tshs 7,630,000/= an d the gap was left to be 
Tshs 83,985,330/= 
In order to bridge this gap, it was decided that a project proposal be prepared in order 
to solicit funds fro m various financiers, either through loans or grants. 
For the purpose of smooth implementation, a work plan was designed to guide as a 
road map that will lead to an acquisition of a pre - Schoo l (a day care center ) 
constructed at a new site, as the existing one was not sufficient as per community 
demand. 
The aim of this report is to compile the progress regarding the work plan 
implementation of the project designed between CB O (Fai r World Foundation) and 
CED participan t (Student -consultant ) and the community concerned. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1.0 BACKGROUN D OF THE COMMUNIT Y BASED ORGANIZATIO N 
The Community Based Organization (CBO), which the student was working with, is known 
as Fair World Foundation (FWF) based in Sengerema Township . It is a registered 
organization with registration number SO . 9453 with effect fro m 15t h May, 1998 . 
1.1 MISSIO N STATEMENT OF THE FWF 
since its formulation, the FWF had its mission which is community capacity 
building in  order to achieve development and community socio-economic 
welfare. 
1.2 OBJECTIVE S 
The envisaged specific objectives to be achieved under this mission include. 
Capacity building with focus to village Government and Income generating group s so as to 
synthesize animatio n process t o attain a  multipliers effect o n Development. 
To facilitate formal and non - forma l education wit h aim to build an informed society that is 
potential for development. The main areas of interest are : 
• Adul t Education upgrading courses . 
• Da y care and pre - Schoo l education. 
• Rura l Development orientation . 
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1.3 PROGRAM S 
This community Based Organization is currently implementing three programs, which are; 
• Advocac y for women and children right program, F WF has gender trainers wh o 
were trained by Gender Net Working Program in 1998. One staff also is trained on 
human right s 
• Educatio n and training program 
• Communit y Mobilization and participation program. 
1.3.1 ACTIVITIE S 
Advocacy for and children rights progra m 
Activities include: 
• Awarenes s creation to the community of women and children right. 
• Provisio n of civil education to the Community. 
• Provisio n of legal services that to community members especiall y legal 
rights 
• T o conduct pre-school and adult education/up gradin g classes and Training program 
The main activity is the provision of a day care for children between 2- 6 
years. 
• Communit y mobilization and Participation program 
Activities falls under this program are facilitation and the formation of 
fishing Communities network an d income generating groups . 
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1.4 ADMINISTRATIV E SET UP OF THE ORGANIZATIO N 
The organization is led by the Manager/General Director at the top position who is 
being assisted by departmental manager s /Directors as shown below by the organ gram of 
the organization (appendix 7 ) 
INTIAL CONTACT AND NECESSARY ARRANGEMEN T 
Initially, contacts throug h writin g were made to three community-based organizations . 
These were Sengerema Informa l Sector center (SISC), ECO VIC and Fair World Foundation 
(FWF). When communicating with them (at mid September 2003) . A l l contacte d CBO s 
were informed that, the student consultant wa s to work with them for free whil e offering 
them a kind of technical services in a range of aspects such as strategic planning , survey 
design, Evaluation design, project/ program design project proposa l writing and so on. 
Up to the end of October 2003, FWF was the only CBO, whic h responded t o my letter and 
chose project proposal writing (for fund raising) to be the area to work with them. 
The intention of the C B O i s to raise funds an d use them to expand / construct a  more 
spacious pre - School / children day care center. 
PROBLEM STATEMEN T 
The existing Day care center, lacks permanent premises, spacious classroom, 
learning and play materials. Up to now, the centre cannot registe r al l children applied 
because of the existing classrooms bein g not adequate. In order to get out from this problem, 
the feasible solution was identified as construction of a spacious day care center. 
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Before implementation of the idea, a survey was conducted to confirm o n the community's 
feeling whether they feel any importance to this project to be implemented. 
The survey covered 40 heads of households. Fortunately the survey results (community' s 
feelings) supported th e idea to expand this center as put forward by the CB O itself . 
Consequently to this effect, a  work plan to guide the implementation process wa s designed. 
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CHAPERTWO 
2.0 L I T E R E T U R E R E V I E W 
2.1THEORETICAL R E V I E W 
Before going into implementation of the project (Re - location / construction of a day care 
centre) the author went throug h Literatures on the same area and see what others have 
experienced on the issue of child development, child care system and day care centre, How 
did they start, what were the funding options and so on. 
2.1.1 C H I L D D E V E L O P M E N T , C H I L D C A R E S Y S T E M S A N D D A Y C A R E 
C E N T E R S 
As more children are surviving in low-income countries, attention is being 
directed to their quality of life. It is clear that large numbers of children have poor 
psychosocial development in the first few years of life. When they reach school, they are 
unable to benefit full y fro m education . They usually fail t o achieve satisfactory educational 
levels and subsequently have poor employment opportunities. This has implications for both 
the individual and national 
development. There is extremely limited data on the size of the problem but it is likely that 
many millions of children are not developing to their full potential . For example 39% of 
children under 5 years in low-income countries are stunted an d it is well established that 
stunting is both poor environments and poor development (Armani , E C D, 2000 ) 
The development of children is a multi-determined and is affected by their health 
and nutritional status, their genetic potential as well the quality of their home 
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and nutritional status, their genetic potential as well the quality of their home 
environment. In poorly educated and traditional populations, parents tend to 
provide un-stimulating environments. They are often unawar e that their child 
rearing practices can affect thei r children's cognitive and language development . 
They fail t o appreciate the importance of playing and chatting with young 
children. They may be unaware of age appropriate activities to do with their 
children. Many parents inhibit exploration and use punitive discipline. Emphasis is 
generally placed on obedience, respect for elders and religious observance. However, now 
that schooling is available to more children, parents want their children to do well in school 
but have little idea of how to prepare them for school. 
The development of most children living in poverty usually begins to decline from around 
12 months of age and continues for several years. Where several risk factors are present th e 
effects ma y be cumulative. The first 3 years of life ar e critical and poor development at this 
age is likely to have long-term effects. 
In recognition of the above problems, several international agencies have 
recently introduced new policies aimed at improving children's development. 
UNICEF (UNICEF , 2001) is committed to initiate or facilitate child developmen t 
interventions in the firs t three years of life. Most experience of 
interventions has been with nursery school approaches fo r the 3 to 6 year old 
child, and there is relatively little experience with running programs for the 
under threes. However , it has been demonstrated i n the Caribbean and Latin 
America that home visiting interventions in the under threes can have sustained 
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benefit on children's development . 
Children's development ha s several dimensions, which are interdependent. The y 
include social, emotional, cognitive and motor development a s well as health and nutritional 
status. An intervention should include all these dimensions. Except in exceptional 
circumstances, children under three years are probably better off staying at home so that 
interventions should be at the household level. The aim of the interventions is for the 
children to be able to function successfully in their current context and be able to adapt to 
changes i n this context as they occur. It is therefore particularl y important that interventions 
are culturally appropriate. 
Existing child-rearing practices, which are likely to promote children's 
development shoul d be reinforced. Locally available and traditional play 
materials; games, song s and stories should be an integral part of the curriculum. 
The philosophy of ECD program is to support the parents in child rearing; reinforce good 
practices and provide new knowledge so that they can improve other practices. Helping 
parents promote thei r children's development shoul d also improve their self-esteem an d 
general competence a s parents. In order to plan effective interventions , it is therefor e 
essential that good child rearing practices in the loca l communities are identified and 
included in the curriculum. It is also necessary t o understand th e parents' knowledge and 
attitudes concerning child developmen t 
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Child development has been defined by different scholar s as growth and 
increase in body size, mental capacity, understanding and acquisition of new 
skills. The development occurs in series and at different stages one after th e 
other. This process needs stimulation. Werner, D. (1988) has argued that, 
"Stimulation means the variety of opportunities which a  child can get to 
experience, explore and play with things around her. It involves body movement 
and touching". 
Every society has different chil d rearing practices used to facilitate child 
development. The practices depend on cultures, beliefs, and socio- economic as 
well as environmental factors. These different factor s influence child 
development as societies at the same time have different perception s and 
expectations on child development . 
Some societies expect to 'observe child development' when one is enrolled in 
primary school. In this case, there are no interventions either formal or informal 
towards child's development, despite the fact that child development is a process 
whereby one stage builds on the previous one. A child in these circumstances is 
likely to develop poorly. Research results indicate that "most rapid mental growth 
occurs during infancy and early childhood and that a child's early years are 
critical for forming and developing intelligence, personality and social behavior"(Young. 
1997) 
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Child Development 
UNESCO (1995) defined Child Development as "...a process of change in which 
the child learns to handle more complex levels of moving, thinking, feeling and 
interacting with people and objects in the environment." (Holt 1993) added that 
"The term applies to a global impression of the child and encompasses growth, 
increase in understanding, acquisition of new skills and more sophisticated 
response and behavior". 
Many authors have summarized child development as an increase in size and in 
the mental, physical and social functions of the child. The term also means 
growth and development whereby the two go together but in different speed . 
The whole process of development occurs in series of stages when each stage 
builds on the proceeding one. This is a continuous process where the whole 
process of development is affected i f one stage does not occur. 
There are internal and external factors, which determine the development. The 
internal factors are mainly the genes, which the child inherits from the parents, 
while the external factors ar e environmental like health, socio-economic 
surroundings, family and the stimulation given. A l l thes e factors interact together and each 
depend on or influence the other . 
Child development is multidimensional as social and environmental conditions 
can restrict child's development. For example if the child does not have the 
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opportunity to play and interact wit h other people around him, he can not develop in motor 
skills, as he is not exploring. This further affect s hi s cognitive 
development. Lac k of primary health care such as vaccines, clean and safe 
water, or presence of disease can hinder the development . 
The development i s mult- determined, a s genes, which a child inherits from the parents play 
a very big role in determining the functions o f the body and mind. A child can have som e 
disabilities or deformity, fast o r delayed development, simpl y from genetic reasons. The 
child's body and brain depend on micro-/macro nutrients fo r functioning and growth. 
Malnutrition or poor nutritional status can cause a developmental dela y or impairment. 
Cultural practices, child rearing, family responsibilities and priorities can determine th e wel l 
being of the child . 
Early stimulation is important a s this gives opportunity for the child to 
experience, explore and play with things around him. By touching, feeling, tasting and 
moving around, he wil l discover a variety of things, which encourage mor e exploration and 
hence better development fo r the future . 
An interactio n of the child's development proces s b y any factor such as disease , 
malnutrition, lack of opportunities an d early stimulation can seriously affect th e 
next stage. The past experiences ca n also have much influence on futur e 
development o f the child . The whole process i s cumulative whereby a  series of 
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events are related to one another. For example, a child who was malnourished at early age 
can develop low vision, which wil l cause difficult i n reading and therefore poo r 
performance i n class and in turn poor adulthood. 
As child development is a continuous process it needs a longitudinal follow-up . 
A child' s development milestones keep on changing from tim e to time depending 
on the existing factors. The first three years are critical periods for learning as the child 
acquires new knowledge and absorbs everything around him. Pieget, a 
psychologist, believed that through interaction with the environment, a child 
construct the knowledge and develop. (Gates, 1994). 
Child Play 
"Play is a means by which humans and animals explore a variety of experiences 
in different situation s for diverse purposes". (Moyles , J.R. 1995) Play has been 
emphasized as an important aspect, as it helps to stimulate child's mind, body 
and social interactions. Through play, a child can identify his surroundings and 
manage to cop e with it. In general, play helps the child to enjoy the beauty of the world , 
explore the adventures an d face the challenges in adulthood. 
By age, play promotes child's ' development in both cognitive, physical, language, 
social and emotional when playing with others. During play, children do practice 
social roles and learn aspects of their cultures, depending on the objects on e 
uses, influence of the siblings or peers and the environment. Play has been 
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termed as 'the language of the children'. 
Despite the development issue, play also has been used as a therapy to children 
in difficul t situation s like illness, developmental delay, in orphaned children, war 
and other distress conditions. Play has been proved to be an efficient as well a s 
an cost effective therapy . 
There are different types of play, which are categorized or depend largely on the age of the 
children who are involved. However, each type has its own 
characteristics and functions though may overlap in any play situations. These 
types are; Sensory pleasure, Play with motion, Rough and tumble, Language 
play, Dramatic and Modeling, Games, rituals and competitive play. 
CHILD CAR E SYSTE M 
Childcare is the maintenance o f the health and nutrition of a child from a  conception up to 
pre- school age. It is used in relation to all those functions which parents performed to their 
young children with or without assistance from source s out side family (A.Ballart , 1974 ) 
Many of the health and nutrition problems encountered in children are preventable either by 
means of proper education, proper care, regular supervision an d immunization. It is 
therefore obviou s that, if no proper measures are not going to be taken in the caring of these 
children, the mentioned problems wil l result into high mortality rates among pre-school 
children or may even lead to long term effects o n the mental and physical development of 
children. 
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There are various childcare systems, their importance, and shortcomings and how to 
strengthen thes e existing systems is described in he subsequent paragraphs . 
1.Maternal an d child Healt h 
The child needs care from conception. During this stage the pregnant mothe r should attend 
regularly to the antenatal clini c with the aim of monitoring the development of the foetus . 
Things, which are done at the clinic, include: -
• Weighin g of the mother to see if she increases weight or not, fundal measuring to 
see if the foetus i s growing well 
• Immunizatio n to prevent the mother and foetus fro m infections such as tetanus. 
After delivery the child also needs more care for good health nutrition. 
This wil l include : -
• Immunizatio n against infectious disease s 
• Roa d to health chart for growth Monitoring 
• Educatio n on proper care and feeding 
The need for Day Care Facilities 
It has been observed that of recent the increasing number of women in the workforce has 
created a higher demand for day care services for pre-school children. For example the table 
below shows the increase of women in the workforce in Tanzania 1962 - 1974 . 
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Table 2a:PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN IN THE TANZANIAN WORKFORC E 
Year Total No . Of citizens 
in the workforce 
% of Women 
1962 33,832 2.6 
1965 40,166 5.1 
1969 54,466 8.5 
1972 66,255 13.4 
1974 78,334 13.2 
Source: Kisanga. P TFN C Report No.852 Day care Facilities 
Day care facilities are hoped to provide adequate substitute childcare when the mother is 
at work being an employed work or in the fields. They are hoped to promote a suitable 
psychological environment that will permit sound child development. They are hoped to 
instill in the child the spirit, values and prepare the older child for primary education. 
The following are the common types of Day Care Services offered:-
Day Care centers: These can offer care for children between one year up to school age or it 
can be a particular age group. The centre i s normally purpose designed for childcare and 
children may be cared for many hours each day. 
Pre-School or Nursery School: This is used for children between 3  years up to preschool 
age, and staffed b y trained nursery school teachers. The objective here is to prepare these 
children ready for starting school. 
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Family Day Centre: Is a centre where day care is provided within a  program that uses the 
services of home based women. The children can be in a purpose- designed centre or in 
someone's home for the purpose of interaction often for only few hours a day, in most cases 
the group is between 2 -3 year s of age. 
Play Centres: Ar e conducted as pre school services, but make use of staff who have a less 
advanced level of training than Pre-School teachers. In most cases at these centers children 
use more time in playing. 
Child Minding: Is where arrangements ar e made privately between a parent and an 
individual home based women. 
Baby-sitting: Is where arrangement i s made for some one to come to the parent's hom e to 
look after the baby for part time, sometimes can even be for all the day. 
Work based crunches: Employers on the work site near provide facilities for the young 
children of their employees. 
Feeding posts: Are facilities, which provide food to children to supplement it with the 
home food. The parents organiz e these posts and the aim is to increase the frequency of 
feeding. 
General importance of Childcare include:-
• Promotin g child development 
• Offerin g healt h and nutrition services 
• Offerin g substitut e care for young children 
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• Promotin g suitable Psychological environment that will permi t sound child 
development 
• Preparin g the older child for primary education 
• Improvin g the nutritional status 
In spite of the above important aspects of a Day Care, there are also some shortcomings as 
follows: -
• Larg e number of children in the centers i n relation to the amount of space and Staff. 
• Staf f chil d ratio normally is very low varying from 1:3 0 - 1:5 0 
• Outdoo r spaces ar e small compared to the activities 
• Lac k of adequate playing and learning facilities 
• Standar d of hygiene in some of the centers i s questionable 
• Th e education standard of the staff in many cases is minimal 
• Sometime s even some of the centers hav e difficulties i n maintaining the standard of 
the diet given to the children 
• Lac k of time for the mothers to be with their children after workin g hours 
• Lo w standard of hygiene. 
Children deserve best quality care in order to have balanced development. 
Day care like home care need not have adverse effects provide d it facilitates stimuli , 
adequate nutrition and safety fro m infection . Therefore when establishing day care facilitie s 
for children has it has to be done very carefully. 
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Therefore the followin g features are considered very essential for adequate physical social 
and emotional development o f children in a day care, these features can also be used in 
strengthening th e existing systems.-
• Nutritio n training for day care owners and attendants to facilitate adequate balanced 
diet 
• Adequat e cooking and storage facilities in the premise s 
• Provid e special training on hygiene and child development for staff who looks after 
infants 
• Enoug h playing and learning facilities according to age group s 
• Separat e infant care facilities to reduce the risk of infection 
• Maintai n out door spaces 
• Increas e the staff child ratio to be high enough to care for children e.g. in most cases 
the ratio should not exceed 1: 7 for children above 3 years and 1: 3 or 1:4 for younger 
age (please se e table II for given ratios) 
• Provid e or/and maintaining existing equipment 
• Improve/Provid e basic facilities e.g. Water, Health etc. 
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Table 2b: STAFF CHIL D RATIOS IN RELATION TO A GE AND SIZE. 
No. of Staff Age in Months Group size 
3-4 <4 12-15 
3 4-12 12-15 
2 13-24 12-15 
2 25-36 12-15 
2 37-48 12-15 
1-2 49-72 16-20 
Source; Kisanga P. The need for Day Care in Tanzania. TFNC Report No.842 
The following points should be considered as most essential for adequate physical, social 
and emotional development of children in day care;-
• Nutritiona l screening (anthropometrics measurements e.g . height and weight) is an 
essential part of the health education of children. Records of immunization and 
hospital treatments can also be part of this screening. 
• Specia l nutrition training of staff for adequate feeding program 
• Supplementatio n of the home diet through an adequate system e.g. parents providing 
raw food, whic h can be planned into nutritious meals in centers. 
• Annua l inventory/licensing of day care facilities can improve quality of private 
facilities 
• Adequat e running water indoor and outdoor toilet facilities 
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• A  special agency charged with the responsibility of developing and regulating food 
and nutrition and health standards i n day care. 
• Researc h in different areas in order to develop adequate day care facilities e.g . 
Effects o f day care on the nutritional and health status of the children 
• Developmen t of alternative forms of day care 
• Monitorin g the costs and quality of the different forms of day care requirements , 
problems, costs effectiveness o f developing day care facilities for infants 
Other things to be considered include:-
• Provisio n of day care facilitie s 
• Mor e care should be given to children under three years of age, because they need 
more attention, more stable individualized care, familiarity o f setting a company of a 
few children of similar age group. Quality of a day care is also very important 
Consequences of inappropriate childcare. 
In cases where no proper care is taken, poor facility conditions and improper staff training, 
the following consequences ar e likely to occur; 
• Chil d wil l not receive enough balanced diets and hence this can lead to malnutrition 
• I n cases of poor food preparation which results into contamination and hence 
infection (Poo r diet's environment, which can lead to infection) 
• Accidents , if no proper care is taken which can lead to deformities or even death 
• Poo r social and emotional behavior, because thi s is a time for learning 
• Distres s and reduction in constructive play 
• Death s of mothers an d infants, due to inadequate M C H facilitie s 
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Community Base d Nutrition Rehabilitation 
In mos t cases child care facilities are meant for children who are healthy . 
It should be remembered tha t the children with malnutrition needs care. In that aspect a 
special care for malnourished children will be described here briefly. 
Malnutrition 
Malnutrition i s a major health problem in the developing world. The problem can either 
occur alone but in most cases in combination with other illness. Most children in these 
countries die not because of some severe diseases bu t due to accumulated burden of severe 
factors e.g . a child of poorly nourished mother begins life wit h low birth weight and passes 
through a  series o f attacks of Malaria, as a result he/she becomes anemi c and later subjecte d 
to malnutrition such a child wil l only take one attack of diarrhea to cause death. For this 
case, parents/ caretakers nee d simple instructions about feeding and caring of their children 
to locally available nutrition foods. 
The aim of nutrition rehabilitation centers is to:-
• Teac h the parents how to feed their children with the appropriate die t 
• Monitorin g of malnourished children by weighing them 
• Mak e referrals fo r children who are severely malnourished ones or sick children to 
dispensary/RHC 
• Giv e health and nutrition education on the importance of good nutrition and how to 
avoid preventable disease s 
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• Conductin g demonstrations on gardening and preparations of common foods eaten 
by children. This wil l make parents fee l and realize that the health of their children is 
within their own hands. 
Informal Chil d Care Systems 
There are other informal chil d care systems just to mention a few:-
-Employed house girls/boys 
-Relatives e.g. grandmother 
-Others e.g. neighbors etc 
The problem of the informal systems is that are not always sure if the children are getting 
food or good care e.g. the house girls are not trained in any aspects; this applies also to 
relatives and neighbors. In the other hand most parents d o feel that it is more inconvenient 
to send the child to a day care center, if it is very far from home e.g. Place of work etc, this 
may be due to the following constraints :-
• Unavailability of reliable transport 
• High costs demanded by private owners of Day Care Centres 
Most of the childcare systems described in this text are the common ones used in most of 
the developing countries. Though there are some constraints in managing these facilities but 
still they have proven to be useful in reducing the incidence of malnutrition among young 
children to some extent constraints like inadequate funding , lack of proper trained 
personnel, transport and inadequate equipment are some of the factors whic h hinder 
establishment of new facilities and strengthening their existing ones. 
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E M P I R I C A L R E V I E W 
It was some how difficult t o get empirical reviews on this area, especially on Tanzanian 
context. However, the researcher manage d to go through literatures , one of these literatures 
is that is of Charles Wood community in America. Through Manitoba Family services, child 
day care office and under provincial day care regulations( Beaumont day care) was 
established since 1989. The day care centre continued providing quality childcare to School 
aged children at Beaumont Elementary School. In 1999, the day care license was expanded 
to 38 sports to include up to 1 5 pre-School /kindergarten children in addition to School ag e 
sports. Beaumont Day care is a registered non - profi t charitable organization dedicated to 
maintaining a partnership wit h community for the benefit o f children, families, School and 
day care. Due to expansion of its services the Board of Directors, Parents an d Early children 
Education Beaumont day care started to commit themselves t o find a  permanent locatio n for 
the day care where they can continue to offer quality childcare to the community of Charles 
Wood. 
This community day care centre had its mission, goals and objectives as follows: -
The mission was to add the quality of life for young children in the Charles Wood 
/Beaumont Elementary School area by providing the highest qualities of professional chil d 
care and also to create positive memories and experiences fo r all of day care recipients and 
their families by generously contributing to the present and future succes s of children in 
Charles Wood community, the School environment and neighborhood. 
The goals were four of them as mentioned here below; 
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• Provid e ongoing and continuous care for the children and families. The objective s 
under this goal were . 
1) To obtain a secure long - term day care facility . 
2) To provide an opportunity for long term planning for staff and 
enrollment. 
• Th e second was to maintain financial viable day care facility with the followin g 
objectives; 
1) T o show due diligence in managing financial operations o f the day care center. 
2) To provide competitive salary and benefit packag e to staff . 
• T o pursue fund raising activities and apply for available grants and subsidies. 
• Th e last goal was to offer of a developmentally appropriate curriculu m for the 
children. The objectives unde r this goal include; 
1) To provide stimulation and varied programming by use of games, stories , ar t 
and crafts . 
2) To provide ample space for gross motor play 
3) To create an environment tha t allows for quite/active play and 
group/individual play . 
Regarding community need on this project wa s supported wit h evidence of the number of 
families (45) in the Charles Wood community, which were receiving services, and 53 of 
them were on the waiting list. 
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The new locatio n wa s t o put th e da y care centre in a possible positio n t o accommodate 69 
children (4 infants, 2 0 pre -  school/ kindergarten an d 45 school age. ) Ne w location had als o 
to accommodate children with physical disabilities. 
As a  non -  profit organization , Beaumon t da y care had it s commitment o f providing 
a quality program t o the childre n in the da y care while maintaining a  balanced budget . The 
day care aspired t o meet the needs of client families by offering a  program tha t is affordable , 
high quality and flexible. 
Most childcare centers in Manitoba were licensed through the provincia l childcare 
office, whic h were guided by the minimu m standards set ou t i n the communit y childcar e 
standards Act. Licensed care was offered b y child centers and home day care. 
Childcare centers include: 
• Ful l tim e care (infant/pre -  school ) 
• Par t - time or nursery school. 
Home day car e includes. 
• Da y care in residential home s (1 care giver with a maximum o f 8 children) 
• Grou p day care in homes (2 care givers in one home with maximum of 12 children) 
• Unlicense d giver with a maximum of 4 children ) 
D A Y C A R E C E N T E R F I N A N C I N G 
On financia l aspects , this day care centre successfully raise d ove r $135,000 int o capita l 
building fund throug h various source s (mainly three) which were; -
• Paren t fees: - To meet staffing regulation s and offer a  quality program, paren t fees 
typical covers abou t 80% of total expenses. 
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• Fun d raising events: - Fund raising efforts throughout the year such as hot lunches, 
wine raffles and bingo bowls and application of grants, subsides and loans were 
various options used to raise additional fund s 
• Proposa l writing to secure funds, either through loans or grants from financia l 
institutions or any relevant organizations. 
• Governmen t grants (operating and disability grants) to fund staff salaries and 
benefits. 
Rural assistance centre of America said, reliable and affordable childcare may sometimes be 
a challenge for rural working families. The number of skilled and available child care 
providers in rural areas is more limited than in urban communities and child care centers ar e 
widely scattered than centre - based care is typically not an option. 
Many residents rely on informal arrangement s wit h family and friends. They prefer these 
arrangements becaus e they believe family and friends are more appropriate to instill simila r 
beliefs and provide more individualized attention to children in their care. Although these 
childcare arrangements ar e less expensive and more flexible, caregivers are generally not 
licensed and may lack formal training . Family and friends may also have limited access to 
available resources and supports that can help to provide child care assistance. Local socia l 
service agencies can address these concerns by helping providers become licensed and 
formal an d by building a training infrastructure that include basic training on child safet y 
and development. 
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STARTING A DAY CAR E CENTRE . 
Professional guides to start a care center is given that, starting a day care center can be a 
rewarding experience both personally and financially i f you love and understand 
children and possess business management experience. Starting a day care center 
requires a background in childhood development and the knowledge to plan, prepare and 
manage the facility. A step-by-step guide to success involves the following ; 
Planning a new da y care center. 
Thinking of starting a day care center covers a number of aspects that include; 
Determination of cost for starting a day care center 
In starting a day care center, one has to know al l kinds of infrastructures includin g 
the necessary soft wares and human resource required for the day care center to exist. 
This stage is as important as it will help to know exactly the required amount of 
resources in financial  terms, which is always followed by business plan writing. 
Getting a day care center on the ground 
Through a prepared business plan, issues like dealing with pear groups in the day care 
center, safety proofing, required space, yard and play space developments are dealt at 
this stage. 
Operation policies and procedures 
After having the day care center on the ground, it is now a time to consider issues on 
how that center is to be run for achieving th e maximum efficiency an d good quality 
services. 
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Basically, this entails formulation of policie s regarding payment process , rates and fees 
pick up/drop off , meal planning, religion and culture consideration, holiday and 
vacations planning . Types of care, medication to i l l children, emergencies an d contrac t 
procedures, accountin g system, record keeping, insurance needs, and staff hiring are 
other issues which are to be accommodated b y policies to be formulated . 
Behavior and development 
Behavior development o f a person starts early and continues i n whole period childhood 
of childhood . 
In cas e for a care center to deliver good quality services it has to consider the essentia l 
factors tha t will facilitat e efficiently to shape the behavior and create conducive 
environment fo r child development. Thes e factors includ e day care curriculum program, 
educational, games /instructions motor skil l developmen t an d how to deal with 
problematic children. 
Marketing th e da y care center 
For th e care center to operate at its optimal capacity and for its sustainability, strategies 
are to be identified which will facilitat e for such achievements. Som e of these strategies 
which can be employed range from, retaining of the existing clients, attracting o f new 
clients, and use of effective methods and tools of marketing, looking for client 
satisfaction and assessing thei r needs. 
The demand fo r quality day care centers has never been greater as parents seek to fin d 
warm caring and trustworthy facilit y to watch their children while they are at work. 
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Entrepreneurs through out the world have been capitalizing on this trend and in doing so, 
have been providing a solution to the problem. Day care has become one of the fastes t 
growing segments o f the home business economy, but quality commercial day care 
centers have registered equal record growth. Therefore starting a quality day care 
somebody has to think on the above mentioned parameters . 
E D U C A T I O N P O L I C Y A N D D A Y C A R E C E N T R E S I N T A N Z A N IA 
2.3.1 T H E PAS T E X P E R I E N C E I N T A N Z A N IA 
Until recentl y the government o f Tanzania was not really committed to funding of day 
care centers. Due to this situation day care centers were seen as private enterprise s 
owned by private entrepreneurs, a s such this service continued to be rarely found in rural 
areas and at least commonly consumed services in urban centers an d in settlement wit h 
elite classes o f people. Even the education system was stated to be 7-4-2 (seven years of 
primary, four for ordinary level and 2 for advanced level of secondary school before 
going to the tertiary level). 
2.3.2 T H E C U R R E N T E X P E R I E N C E I N T A N Z A N IA 
Since 1995, the education and training policy came into force with recognition of pre -
primary education mentioned as one of the specific objectives in the policy. 
According to this policy the specific objective on day care centre/ pre - primary 
education are as explained below. 
Infants an d young children 0 -6 year s old) are cared for and receive initial education 
both at home and in few existing day care centers, kindergarten, nursery and other pre 
schools located mostly in urban areas. While taking cognizance of the fact that pre -
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school education is very important, i t does not appear economically feasible to formalize 
and systemize the entire pre - schoo l education for this age group. 
Government, however, recognizes that early years of life are critical for development of 
child's mental and other potentials and in particular its personality development an d 
formation. Infant s an d children are normally very active, learn by imitation, emulation 
and are ever eager to try out things and in so doing, constantly discover their 
environment. 
Government therefore, consider s that with the involvement and cooperation of parents, 
local communities and non - governmenta l agencies, possibilities abound for the 
systemization and formalization of pre - schoo l centers and pre - primar y education for 
5 - 6 year s old children. However both pre - schoo l centers and pre - primar y schools 
will be used among other function s to identify children with special learning abilities or 
difficulties an d take appropriat e correctiv e measures . 
The aims and objectives of pre - primar y education are; 
• T o encourage an d promote overal l personality development o f the child that is, 
physical, mental, moral and social. 
• T o identify children with abnormality patterns of development o r educational 
potentials and devise special program for them. 
• T o mould the character o f the child and enable him/her to acquire acceptabl e 
norms of social conduct and behavior. 
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• T o help the child acquire, appreciate, respec t an d develop pride in the family , his/ 
her cultural backgrounds, moral values, customs and traditional ethnic identity 
and pride. 
• T o provide the child with opportunities to acquire and develop communication, 
numerical and manipulative skills. 
• T o prepare the child for primary school education. 
In short, the summary of policy statements about syste m and structure o f education and 
training is as follows ; 
• Th e structure o f the formal education and training system shall be 2 - 7 - 4 - 2 -
3 (that is, 2 years for pre - primar y education, seven for primary education, 4 for 
secondary, 2 for advance and 3 for university education). 
Government shall promote pre - schoo l education for children aged 0 -6 years . 
This education shall ensure maintenance o f our cultural values. 
Pre - primary school education for children aged between 5  and 6 years shall be 
formalized and integrated in the formal school system. 
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CHAPTER THRE E 
3.0. RESEARCH METHODOLOG Y 
3.1. RESEARC H DESIG N 
This is the totality of the whole process and environment in which survey is 
to b e conducted. In simple terms, research design can be described as the program that 
guides the investigator in the process of collecting, analyzing and interpreting observations. 
Generally it answers questions like ; 
• Who m shall we study? 
• Wha t shall we study? 
• Whe n will observation be made? 
• Ho w the data be collected?, etc. 
For thi s particular survey, cross sectional survey design was used, where 
data was collected at single point in time. This is because the main problem, 
which this study tried to answer, wa s just confined to see the following ; 
• T o what extent do the parents with their children enrolled at the center are satisfied 
with the services offered by the existing day care center . 
• Ho w do other community members vie w the existing day care center in terms of 
quality of services offered and its potential importance to their development? 
• Whethe r the community including the parents who have their children enrolled at the 
existing center if they are ready to take part/participate i n the process of construction 
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of a new and spacious day care center as it was put forward by the community based 
organization concerned (FWF) 
These were crucial questions to be answered before deciding to embark on the 
construction of the care center. The reason here was to get assurance for the 
community's participation and even after completion of the project if parents' attitud e is 
positive with regard to quality of services and that they can enroll their children at this 
center. 
This design included the following activities ; -
• Literatur e review on existing papers and studies on early stimulation, child play, and 
child care systems and day care centers. 
Review was done through published papers, reports and various 
readings on rearing practices; child development and child care systems 
in Tanzania at local institutions, NGOs and International agencies. 
• Conduc t interviews with resource people. 
Resource persons interviewed were those who are working /who 
worked in child welfare services, nurseries, grandparents an d traditional 
birth attendants especially in rural areas. 
• Desig n and distribution of self-administered questionnaires to the identifie d 
respondents. 
Questionnaires were designed and given to individual respondents (4 0 heads of 
house holds). Respondents were chosen from parent s wit h their children enrolled at 
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the existing day care center). These parents were identified wit h the help of day 
care center. 
• Dat a analysis was done by the use of Statistical Package for Social Scientis t (SPSS), 
which is a computer soft ware specifically for data analysis. 
3.2 RESEARC H APPROAC H AND STRATEG Y 
The approach and strategy used in this study included the following ; 
• Selectin g the instrument to be used in data collection. 
In this case the questionnaire was chosen to be used during data collection. 
• Identificatio n of respondents wh o can give the required information (sample size 
identification). 
• Distribut e questionnaires to respondents. 
Questionnaires were taken to the identified respondents an d given to them on hand. 
The reason behind was to avoid inconveniencies, which would have been raised, e.g. 
low turn up if they were to be called and meet them at a certain point (venue) for the 
purpose of giving these questionnaires to respondents . 
• Intervie w people who have worked/working in day care center s 
• Visi t and meet with the heads of the house holds (for the identified respondents) in 
order to collect the completed/filled in questionnaires at the agreed dates. 
• Consul t various literatures on areas concerning child development, child care 
systems and care centers 
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3.3. SAMPLIN G TECHNIQUES . 
The sample size was determined using a non-statistical method, that is, it was basing on 
judgmental facts. 
Sampling method chosen was the Simple and stratified Random Sampling. 
In this case, two subgroups were involved in the sample size to represent th e population 
under survey. 
The subgroups were the heads of households with their children already enrolled at 
the Fair Montessori day care centre and those heads of households who don't have children 
enrolled at the centre. 
The reason behind was to cross check about the importance accorded by community 
members on this day care centre, who are basically the key and potential users of the centre 
for the present and for future. 
3.4. DAT A COLLECTIO N 
3.4.1. CHOOSING AN INSTRUMENT FOR DATA COLLECTIO N 
Instruments use d in data collection were questionnaire (used to great 
extent), Interview and Observation. 
The questionnaire, as data collection instrument was used to a great extent for 
information gatherin g due to the following reasons: -
• I t is mostly used, common, known and accepted instrument for data collection. 
• I t looked appropriate to our sample survey as most of the people in the urban are 
able to read and write, the condition that made the questionnaire to be the suitable 
instrument to collect the desired information. 
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• Reliabilit y and validity: - Questionnaire was chosen to be used in data collection 
because i t has proved to produce reliable and valid results from other surveys. 
• Cos t effective; - In the sense that the researcher wouldn' t be required to use much 
money and time to visit or organize meeting session with respondents a s it was 
possible for them to fil l th e questionnaire forms at their convenient time. 
• Anonymit y - Th e plan was to capture information and views from al l respondent s 
including those who didn't prefer to be known on the way they responded to 
questions. This therefore wa s found to be an appropriate instrument as it preserves 
anonymity. 
3-4.2 .FINDING A S A M P LE SIZ E O F T HE S U R V E Y 
After deciding on the sampling method to be used, the researcher wen t on considering the 
size of the sample and characteristics of the people who are to participate in this survey as 
respondents. 
For convenienc e purpose, ability to read and write was taken as a pre-requisite 
criterion/characteristic for a person to be selected to participate in the survey. The reason for 
this was due to the instrument of the data collection which I chose to use (questionnaire ) 
required a person who is literate. 
The sampl e size was determined using a non-statistical method, that is, it was basing on 
judgmental facts. From the fact that, key and potential users of this center is about 8 0 house 
holds which are around the centre, in this case the student wante d at least half of all hous e 
holds around the centre to take part and be involved in the survey (as respondents ) 
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Heads of house holds with their children enrolled at the existing center were also preferred 
to participate in this survey as the purpose of this study was actually to see if parents are 
satisfied with the quality of services offered at present an d also to know if they are ready to 
participate in improving such services. 
3.4.3. DESIGNING A N D A D M I N I S T E R I NG OF Q U E S T I O N N A I R E 
The questionnair e was designed which was pre-tested firs t with a smallest sample 
size and later on improved before they were distributed to many respondents. 
Questionnaires were given to respondents wh o are around or within the area where 
the centre is currently operating. Respondents were assured of anonymity and all items in 
the questionnaire were made clear such that respondents wer e able to understand and fil l 
them at their own convenien t time. 
3.4.4. S C O PE A N D A R E A O F T HE S T U D Y 
1. S C O P E O F T HE S T U D Y 
The scop e of this study was to establish how does the community members feel on the 
importance of the day care center and how they perceive the issue on the re-location and 
construction of a day care center at its permanent premises . The reason was to see if there is 
a possibility for community members to participate in the process of a day care center 
construction. 
To some extent, the scope of the survey /study was limited to the key and potential 
users of this center if they are having a positive attitude towards the re-locating and 
construction of the center . 
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2. A R E A O F S T U D Y 
This study was confined within the area around the existing day care center and in 
mostly to parents with their children already enrolled at the center . 
• Th e study area covered the 1 1 Hamlets within Nyampulukano village near 
Sengerema Township. The village in which the survey was conducted has a 
total population of about 780,out of this population 114 are children aged 
between 5- 6 years (equivalent to 15%) 
• Economi c activities of the people include Agriculture, Petty business, Liv e 
stock keeping and few of them are officially employe d in public sector. 
• Th e weather favors the growth of maize, cassava, paddy as food crops and 
also cotton as cash crop which has been constantly facing a problem of price 
fluctuation i n the world market. 
3.4.5. L I M I T A T I ON O F T HE STUD Y 
• Ver y limited literatures on child development, child rearing practices, and day care 
centers o n the Tanzanian context. 
• Som e parents with no children at the existing center and those withou t a child of pre-
schooling age seemed to have no interest in responding to the questionnaires, which 
were given to them. 
3.5. P R I M A R Y D A T A 
The primar y data are the one, which was obtained from the field afte r 
conducting a survey, the following information was sought; -
• Occupatio n of respondent s 
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• Tota l number of children aged 2-6 years (potential users of the center) in sampled 
households and eventually the total number in the whole village. 
• T o know how many out of total population of these children are enrolled for pre-
school education and in which center . 
• T o know the factors/causes contributin g for some parents not to enroll their children 
for pre-school education 
• T o have comments /views of the community around the existing day care center i f 
they are satisfied or not with the quality of services offered by the center and reasons 
about their views. 
• T o know if the community around the center sees any importance of having that day 
care center . 
• T o check on the community members readiness in case of implementing the idea of 
the CBO, that is, to construct the new day care center a t permanent premise s and see 
if they are ready to contribute labor, cash or anything of value. 
3.6 SECONDAR Y DAT A 
Secondary data used in this study were obtained from variou s documents 
that include; 
• Statu s o n th e numbe r o f childre n joining primar y educatio n afte r attendin g pre -
primary educatio n i n Sengerem a Townshi p (surve y result s b y Fai r Worl d 
Foundation, 2000). 
• Distric t Profile (Sengerema) , 2002 population and Housing Census 
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CHAPTER FOU R 
4.0 DAT A NALYSIS , FINDINGS, CONCULUSION AND RECOMMENDATIO N 
4.1.DATA ANALYSI S 
This study used middle range of approach, which combined both qualitative and quantitative 
methods of analysis to analyze primary and secondary data. 
The analysis of data involved calculations and tabulation to summarize information 
collected for the study. The analysis also made use of some computer soft wares such as 
SPSS 
ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY DAT A 
A. Returne d questionnaire 
• No . of respondents who filled and returned their questionnaire 3 7 
• No . of respondents who didn't return their questionnaire 3 
• Tota l number of respondents 4 0 
• Respons e rate 92.5 % 
B. ANALYSIN G INFORMATION FROM QUESTIONAIR E 
1. Numbe r of children eligible for enrollment for pre-school 
education 
• 6 0 children aged 2-6 years were found in 40 households in which survey was 
conducted. 
• Onl y 45 out of 60 children were enrolled for Pre -School education. 
• 1 5 children were not enrolled for Pre- School . 
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2. Reasons (causes) for the children not to be enrolled 
• Low-incom e problem (labeled 3 in analysis sheet, annex 2a) 5 respondents (13,5%) 
• Fe w chances available (labeled 1 in analysis sheet, annex 2a) 13 respondents 
(55.1%) 
• N o need (labeled 2) 2  respondents (5.4%) 
• N o response (labeled 4) 1 7 respondents (46%) 
3. Number of respondents' children enrolled per pre school center. 
• Fai r Montessori center 3 5 children (95.6%) 
• Othe r centers 2  children (5.4%) 
4. Quality of services offered at the existing Fair Montessor i center 
• Goo d (labeled G in analysis sheet, annex 2a) 2 0 respondents (54.1%) 
• Poo r (labeled P in analysis sheet, annex 2a) 8  respondents (21,6% 
• N o response (labeled S in analysis sheet, annex 2a) 9  respondents (27%) 
5. For respondents to prefer the Fair Montessor i Centre is due; 
• Goo d services (labeled 1 in analysis sheet) 4  respondents (10.8%) 
• Nea r to children's homes (labeled 2) 6  respondents (16.2%) 
• Affordabl e schoo l fees (labeled 3) 1 0 respondents (27%) 
6. Respondents who don't prefer the Fair Montessor i Centre (reasons). 
• Lac k of spacious classrooms (labeled 1) 1 3 respondents (35.1%) 
Poor services (labeled 2) 4  respondents (10.8%) 
7. I f the day care center is important element for community 
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Development. 
• Importan t (labeled 1) 3  respondents (89.2% ) 
• No t important (labeled N) 2  respondents (5.4% ) 
• N o response (labeled S) 2  respondents (5.4% 0 
8.Participation during expansion /construction of children's day care 
center. 
• Read y to participate (labeled 1) 3 5 respondents (94.6% ) 
• N o responses (labele d 2) 2  respondents (5.4% ) 
N.B. percentages i n items 6 & 7 do not add to 100 because they were meant for looking of 
specific cases . Ite m 6 looked only on the respondents wh o seemed to prefer the existing 
center and their reasons. Fo r those who remained quiet as well as for those who didn't 
prefer are not included. Th e same treatment use d to item 7 when analysis for those who 
don't prefer the existing center was being done. 
A N A L Y S I S O F S E C O N D A RY D A T A 
• Fro m the survey on status of children joining primary education after attendin g pre-
primary educatio n i n Sengerem a Townshi p (surve y result s b y Fai r Worl d 
Foundation, 2000) it was learnt that for the period between 199 8 and 2000, only 685 
children wer e recorde d t o hav e complete d thei r pre-schoo l studie s compare d t o a 
total of 2,700 pupils who were enrolled. 
It was also established that; 
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i . 66.8 % of total pupils enrolled for standard on e in three primary schools 
(Pambalu, Mweli an d Sengerema) i n 1998 didn't attend pre-school 
education. 
i i . 63 % of total pupils enrolled for standard on e in three primary schools 
(Pambalu, Mweli and Sengerema) i n 1999 didn't attend pre-school 
education. 
i i i . 83 % of total pupils enrolled for standard on e in three primary schools 
(Pambalu, Mweli an d Sengerema) i n 2000 didn't attend pre-school 
education. 
The figure for year 2000 grows bigger due to increased emphasis on high 
primary school enrollment through PEDP . 
From District Profile (Sengerema) , 200 2 population and Housing Census, the analysis 
revealed the following ; 
i . Tota l population in the area, which hosted the survey, is about 780,ou t of this 
population 11 4 are children aged between 5- 6 years (equivalent to 15%). 
There are 4 primary schools, with only one pre-school center run by the 
missionary Sisters from Holland. 
i i . 76 % of all children age 5-6 years (25451 ou t of33, 319) and above ar e 
illiterate in Sengerema district as a whole, have never attended school , 
ii i . 41 % of females compare d to 35% males aged 5 years and above are illiterate 
iv. Femal e headed hous e holds constitute 29 % of all house holds in Sengerema 
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4.2. FINDINGS 
Generally, the age of respondents who participated in this survey ranged between 29-60 
years, and out of 40 surveyed house holds, 6 were female-headed households/Upon 
analysis of various responses from respondents who participated in this survey, about 
89%of total respondents wer e found to have an average of 1-2 children who are eligible 
to be enrolled for pre- school education 
However, it was found that only 45 out of 60 eligible children were enrolled. From this 
analysis, it was found that parents who are workers in public/private sectors took a lead 
for enrolling of their children (27 children) followed by business parents (l0children) 
and Farmer parents (8 children). 
When asked on the reasons fo r parents not enrolling their children for pre-education 
centers, respondents mentione d a number of factors that include poverty (lack of school 
fees), ignorance, and lack of adequate chances to accommodate the existing demand of 
children to be enrolled. 
On the issue whether care center is important to the community (especially house holds 
which are around this center, approximately 80 of them) the findings from this survey 
showed that 33 households out of 37 that returned their questionnaire said is very 
important (89.2%), while 2 households said is not very important (5.4%) and 2 
households remained quite, also equivalent to 5.4%. Among of the issues mentioned by 
respondents o n the importance of a day care center is that, children who went through 
this center showed good performance when they join primary school classes. 
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However, on the quality of services offered a t this particular center, 13 
households seemed not to be satisfied due to a number of reasons suc h as operating the 
school on the hired buildings(the situation that makes center to move from one area to 
another), poor standard o f class rooms(non spacious and ventilated ones) and so on. 
On th e question of whether, i t is necessary to construct a new day care center with 
improved services most o f respondents supporte d the idea and 35 respondents sai d they 
were ready to participate in construction of a new day care center /pre-school 
4.2 CONCLUSIO N 
After gettin g a positive response fro m the community, it was concluded that this 
center was really a felt need by the community members and hence i t was appropriate to 
implement this project. 
4.3 RECOMMENDATION S 
More literature on child development, rearing practices and day care center in Tanzanian 
context should be searched in the process o f improvin g community day care center s 
existing in the country. On the other hand, communities should be encouraged to start 
their own day care centers which will not charge high school fees that could be an 
obstacle to children from familie s with poor economic base to be enrolled at pre-
schools/day care centers . 
Community based care centers ar e important in that, they facilitates child developmen t 
in full , socially , mentally and physically. For community based centers to exist in the 
Tanzanian context, simple child development guide/manual with Tanzanian culture 
should be developed that wil l describe clearly the child development requirements an d 
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milestones that can be used and interpreted by the community facilitators, parents and 
guardians in rural communities. 
Together with other things, issues of gender balance in relation to child rearing practices 
among family members should be assessed. Moreover, efforts shoul d be done to 
examine the existing policies and guidelines in Tanzania, which address the whole issue 
of early child development, and its applicability in poor rural communities. 
Finally, changes and diversities in socio-cultural issues and poverty effects o n child-
rearing practices is to be examined, through research and analyze the critical factors that 
make parents not to enroll their children even if there is an opportunity of day care 
services. 
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CHAPTER FIV E 
5.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF ASSIGNMENT 
PROJECT AND ACTIVITIES TO BE CARRIED OUT 
According to the preference o f the CBO, (which later on got the suppor t fro m the 
community) the project t o be implemented was taken as construction of a day care 
center. This construction is basically a re - locatio n of site, from the present (which was 
used by the CB O on temporary leasin g basis) to a more spacious  and permanent one. 
5.1 ACTIVITIES TO BE CARRIED OUT 
5.1.1 Work plan and planned activities. 
Feed back to respondents and community sensitization (23r Novembe r 2003). 
At this stage it was arranged t o start a direct involvement of community. At this time, it 
was scheduled to avai l the entire community members wit h an opportunity to learn and 
inform them on the survey results. After this feed back to be given, it was also a good 
platform to start advocating and create awareness to all community members s o as to get 
their fullest participation potential and support . 
Monthly stakeholder s meeting (Scheduled from 4t h January, 200 4 to 4th April , 
2005) 
The aim being three fold 
To keep al l the stakeholders wel l informed on the status and progress o f the projec t 
implementation. 
To inculcate the sense of ownership by the community member s 
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To hav e a formal forum of stakeholders where they can review the trend o f projec t 
execution and proper meeting of obligations/responsibilities by individual community 
members. 
-Election of construction committee (4 t h February , 2004) 
On th e existence o f thi s committee the envisaged outcome was to increase efficiency and 
effectiveness o f project implementation . This expectation is based on the fact that the 
committee will be responsible with the management o f day-to-day roles regarding 
project implementation, they are the one who can take corrective measures t o better the 
construction process o f the centre before the situation is out o f hand . 
- Fin d a  plot where the constructio n of the centr e wi l l be done (from 5th February 
to 5 t h Apr i l 2004 ) 
Currently as stated in the section about problem statement, the day care centre is being 
run a t the hired premises and classrooms. Apart from the area/classrooms being not 
spacious as adequately required it is also too expensive in both short and long runs. 
- Preparation of drawings and BoQ's (from 30 t h A p r i l , t o 20 t h May 2004) 
Technical drawings is a pre requisite for bills of quantities (BoQ's) to be prepared 
consequently this leads to the understanding o f the total costs required for any given 
project. 
- C B O an d community assess their resources capacit y and establish a  gap i f any. 
(25th May 2004) 
This was one o f the crucia l stages where the CBO' s an d community members had to 
assess their capacity on resources terms. The assessment itself was to look on the total 
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sum require d for this project to be implemented up to the final  stage and total amount of 
resources, which can be made available between community members and the CB O 
itself 
- Resources mobilization (14 t h May 2004 - 30 t h June, 2005) 
Basically this stage expected to involve the following activities . 
Collection o f community contribution both cash and local materials. 
Preparation of projects proposal to be used for fund raising (application of grants or 
loans) 
Distribution of projects proposal to various people/Institutions who will be identified a s 
potential funder s 
- Preparation o f progress report an d presentation to stake holders 
As previousl y mentioned all stakeholder s need to be constantly informed so as they 
don't forget and abdicate their responsibility. For this particular case, construction 
committee will be required to compile a quarterly report on the project progress. 
- Floatin g Tender and Bidding (11 th Jul y to 19 th August , 2005 ) 
It is intended that workmanship for the project be of the required standards an d not of 
sub standards. To ensure that, this happens i t is planned that after the resources are 
mobilized, floating o f tender and bidding will be the stage to follow after . 
- Award of tender to a competent bidder. (30 t h August 2005) 
The competen t and lowest evaluated tender wil l be selected for award. Since this is a 
much technical task, the C B O intend s to request the expertise from the District Counci l 
Director's office (Distric t Engineer) in order to arrive at a right choice of a  contractor. 
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- Signing of contract between the selected contractor and the centers construction 
committee. (10th September 2005) 
The Counci l Engineer drafted a relevant and standard construction contract for all these 
two partie s to sign for the agreement to be legal binding. 
- Actual construction (27th September 2005 - 27 th March 2006) 
The mai n components of this stage include; 
Site clearance 
Foundation works 
Walling 
Roofing 
Finishing and equipping the centre with necessary furniture and playing materials. 
The Counci l Engineer will be requested to render technical supervisory services 
including issuing interim certificates before the contractor is paid at each stage of 
construction in accordance to the signed contract. 
- Evaluation (22 nd to 30th August 2006) 
This is a post - monitorin g stage. Evaluation is to be conducted by a team that wil l 
comprise of external evaluators. However the C BO i n collaboration with the community 
members will retain the responsibility to prepare the terms o f references (ToR's) . The 
aim her e will be to see if al l the planned outputs are achieved and to a lesser extent i f 
some positive outcome such as increase in number of enrolled children is being attained. 
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5.1.2 I M P L E M E N T A T I O N STATU S OF W O RK P L A N . 
So far a number o f activities within the action plan have been implemented a s were 
planned. However there are stil l much to be done fo r the community to realize tangible 
output. 
The implemented activities are as listed below; 
Feed back to respondents and start of community sensitization. On 23 r d o f January 
2004, 
Fair World Foundation and the student organized a meeting, which involved our 
respondents and community members livin g around the existing child day care centre. 
The purpose wa s to inform the respondents on the results o f survey in which they 
participated. At this meeting we wanted also for the community living around this centre 
to be informed officially o n the CBO's idea (to expand/construct th e existing centre) and 
the survey results an d request their physical/practical support . 
Election of construction committee . 
Four (4) members, 2  females an d 2 males were elected to form a construction 
committee. The election was done during monthly stakeholders meetin g o f February 
2003. Responsibilities given to this committee were: -
To coordinate al l construction activities. 
Design and formulate way s and sources o f funds t o bridge whatever ga p o f resource s 
between th e required and the available ones. 
Compile the progress o f the centre and present it to stakeholders o n monthly basis. 
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Monthly stake holder's meeting 
Holding of monthly stake holders meeting continued, which is being used as forum for 
all stake holders to keep informed on the progress regarding project implementation, 
figures number 1 t o 4 shows some of the events that took place in some of these monthly 
meetings. 
Finding a plot for construction of the centre. 
District Land Department allocated a plot No. 1 withi n Block J to Fair World Foundation 
(FWF) to be used for construction/expansion of the pre - school / day care centre. 
Preparation o f design, drawings and cost estimates. 
Layout and designs already prepared 
Bills of quantities and cost estimates have been made (appendix 4) 
Resources capacity assessment. 
Resources capacity assessment was done between the CB O an d the community. Results 
from these assessments revealed that, community and CBO have the capacity to raise not 
more than Tshs 7,630,000/=. These costs include cash and 
kind contribution like stones, sand , aggregate, water , labour and so on. 
From the same assessment, the resources gap was obviously observed to be Tshs 
83,985,330/=. This gap is to be bridged either through grants, loans , charity walks, fund 
raising dinners and others alike . 
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RESOURCE MOBILIZATIO N 
Resource mobilization for this project was planned to be in two categories ; 
Internal Resource mobilization 
This category o f resource mobilizatio n aimed at organizing community members s o as to 
contribute money and labor which is within reach /capacity of the members fo r financing 
the construction o f this day care center. On the side of the community, already ha s 
contributed some money which were spent to buy some construction materials that 
include, 20trips of stones and 30 trips of Morum (figure 4c), as well as 3000 burnt bricks 
(Figure 4d) and contributions are stil l going on. 
Mobilization o f resources out side from the communit y members 
The aim of thinking of this idea was to bridge the gape, which existed during resource 
capacity assessment. Due to the big gape between th e required resources t o implemen t 
the project an d capacity of the community to raise these resources. On e of the main 
method being used to mobilize external resources, i s through writing of a project 
proposal to solicit funds fro m all potential donors within and outside the country . 
The project proposal writing; 
Project proposal for fund raising, was prepared an d distributed to potential funder s 
including Embassies o f Japan, USA , Denmark and Ireland, others include GTZ an d 
JAICA. Fortunately , the Japanese Embassy has shown interest t o fund part or whole 
amount o f the project . 
Floating Tender and Biddin g 
This activity is scheduled to commence on July 2005. 
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According t o the work plan, the remained activities include; 
-Award o f tender to a competent bidde r 
Signing o f contract between th e selected contractor and the center's construction 
committee. 
Start of actual constructio n 
Project evaluatio n 
5.1.2 PROJEC T TO BE CARRIED OUT 
PROJECT PROPOSAL . 
Executive Summary. 
Project Title: EXPANSION/CONSTRUCTIO N O F A D AY C A RE CENTRE . 
Contact Person: M R. HAMIS M A S A N J A KASOR O 
DIRECTOR, FAI R MONTESSOR I D A Y C A R E 
CENTER 
ADRESS P.O . B OX 316, 
SENGEREMA. 
M W A N Z A -  T A N Z A N I A 
Proposal Submitted by: MR . M B A N GA R.N. CED P R O G R A M ME STUDEN T 
Key Actors: Fai r World Foundation and the Community 
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Problem Statement : 
The Existing Day Care Centre has inadequate facilities and is faced with the problem of 
hiring classes. Lac k of learning and play materials i s another constraint o f the centre, u p 
to now, the centre cannot registe r al l applications because of lack of enough classes. Th e 
parents admire i f this centeer would have more classes to accommodate th e existing 
demand. 
MISSION S T A T E M E N T O F T HE C B O 
Since its formulation, the CB O had its mission, which is community capacity 
building in order to achieve development an d community social welfare. 
Specific Objective s 
a. Capacit y building with focus to Community Based Organizations (CBO), Village 
Governments to synthesize animation process to attain multiplier effect i n development . 
This process wil l be acquired through rural development consultanc y service provided 
by FWF . 
b. T o facilitate formal and non - forma l education with aim to build an informed 
society that is potential for development. Th e main areas of interest are: -
Adult Education Upgrading/pedagogical careers. 
Day Child Care Centre and Pre - Primar y School. 
Rural Development Orientation s 
Project Beneficiarie s 
The Project Beneficiaries include all community segments such as : 
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A l l childre n aged between 2 -6 year s (more than 15 0 children) from variou s 
House Holds around thi s day care centre. 
Parents 
Sengerema Community as a whole 
Results 
The expected outpu t upon implementation o f the project wi l l lea d to the availabilit y of 
necessary facilities to run the day care centre such as: -
Enough Classroom s 
Teaching/Learning Materials 
Playing Materials 
Funds requeste d is Tshs 83,985,330/ = 
Own Contributio n 
Fair World Foundation and Community Contribution is expected t o be a t 
Tshs. 7,630,000/= which will be spent for financing o f the followin g activities: -
Provide for operation an d maintenance. 
Purchase of Assets 
Land Development (Lan d Acquisition) 
Collection of some Local Materials. 
Other unforeseen activitie s 
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INTRODUCTION: 
The nursery/kindergarten school s are very important to kids, not only that they prepares 
them by widening their knowledge before they start standard on e but also is used as a 
basic ground where socialization process takes place. 
From various surveys, it has been established that, about 78% of children in Tanzania 
are enrolled in primary schools without passing through nursery schools. Thi s has been 
the case due to two factors; first ; lack/limited numbers o f schools compared to the 
population growth, which is at a higher rate throughout th e country. Second ; is 
ignorance of parents; until recently 
most o f parents and particularly in rural areas seemed not to recognize the importance of 
enrolling their children at nursery schools whereas the y happened t o exist. However , the 
previously mentioned factors remain to be pre - dominan t one . 
A simpl e survey done in Sengerema (which involved three nursery schools and three 
primary schools) reveled that, pupils who passed in nursery schools have the best 
performance compare d to those who don't pass through nursery schools. Wh o are the 
majority of pupils in our primary schools. 
So, through expansion/construction of this day care center in Sengerema Distric t in 
Tanzania (Mwanza Region) will be commendable effor t toward s a  sustainable solution 
of making sure that all children aged 2 up to 6 years pass through nursery school before 
they start their standard on e in primary schools 
In facilitating this effort t o bear the desired fruits, Fair World Foundation (FWF) is 
dedicated and committed to improve the existing Fair Montessori Day Care Center so as 
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to have enough facilitie s to cater for the present demand. Currently , the effort i s on the 
construction o f more classrooms, administration block, dining hall, kitchen, toilets, 
playing grounds etc . as for the time being, using hired buildings to run the center. 
Upon completion, the center is expected to enroll and take care for al l kids with 2 up to 6 
years old including orphans and street children. 
2.0. H I S T O R I C A L B A C K G R O U N D OF F A IR W O R L D F O U N D A T I O N (FWF) 
Fair World Foundation (FWF) i s a Community Based Organization established sinc e 
1997 and got its permanent registration under the Civi l Societie s Ordinance with No. 
9453 on 15 t h May 1998. 
The name Fair World Foundation originates from its founders' standin g and belief that, 
the world can only be fair and just if every member o f the society gets aware and access 
the existing development opportunities . 
Specifically, the mission of the C B O states "Fair World Foundation is working for fair 
and just societies through building people's capacitie s to improve their accessibility and 
directly benefit th e existing development opportunities" . 
The CBO believes that, this mission can be achieved when deliberate effort s ar e exerte d 
towards creativity , dissemination of ideas, proper planning and allocating of resources i n 
equitable way and in the most fel t needs of the people 
2.1. G E O G R A P H I C A L I N F O R M A T I O N W H E R E F W F (CBO) O P E R A T E S 
Fair Word Foundation (FWF) currentl y is operating within Sengerema Township . I t is 
located about 6 meters from the Sengerem a -  Kamang a roa d and about 11km  from town 
centre on the North. Th e existing Fair Montessori Center is accessible by road and it is 
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easy to be traced a s it is near a famous institutio n called Sengerema Fol k Development 
College 
RECORDED IMPACTS FROM FW F WHILE WORKING WITH TH E 
COMMUNITY 
Up to now, the CB O has facilitated the existence o f the following : 
Establishment o f a Fair Montessori Day Care Center (A Pre - Primar y School). Stated 
on August 2001 with a total of 164 children (88 males and 76 females). Th e school 
started in a hired classroom and had one grade A teacher and 2 teachers with pre -
school skills . 
However, the National Education Policy prohibits the registration of a school unless it 
has own buildings. Fo r this reason, that is why the CB O has organized the community 
members wh o are likely to be potential beneficiaries o f the school to start construction of 
school buildings in order for the day care center to get i t registered . 
The aim of this center include:-
Offering a n opportunity o f child education nearby parents and relieve them o f heavy 
expenditures o f sending their children at far schools. 
Caring children below 6 years while their parents are at work or fields. 
To support implemen t the national target of every child to access education a t a 
reasonable reach . 
2.2.2. Establishment of Sengerema Fishing Communit y Project 
This is an ongoing activity. Th e aim is to convince fishermen to form a network at 
district level . Thi s action is sought t o make them create social capital for investment in 
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fishing secto r as 62% of Sengerema are a is covered with waters o f Lake Victoria tha t 
have good and potential shores for fishing. 
2.2.3. Water Users Mobilization Projec t 
It is also an ongoing activity, the Sengerema Urban Water and Sewerage Authority -
SUWASA, has issued funds to support it s implementation. Th e aim is to enable 
diffusion o f water services to every Urban Communities. An d still, to have a controlled 
management o f sewerages 
2.2.4. Human Rights and Legal Advic e 
The CBO is conducting a Civic Education classes in Sengerema town with focus to 
orient participants with Human Rights perspectives, nationally and international-wise. 
This program is useful to the community since it lightens the majority in human rights 
careers and legal rights as well. I t is to be extended to other areas of the district. I t links 
with Sengerema Telecentre Radio Station in broadcasting programs on human rights 
advocacy. A  number o f people attend the office to seek for legal advice relating to 
referrals, advocacy , legal writings, as well as civic education . 
I N F R U S T R U C T U R E S E R V I C E A V A I L A B L E F O R F A IR W O R L D 
F O U N D A T I O N 
The centre in question is reachable by road. Currently , the centre i s run within the 
hired building, which is used for classroom and office. N o communication network 
is installed and there is less open space for children to play and for recreation. 
However, the solution to this problem is being worked for (particularly availability of 
buildings). Already , the C BO has secured a  plot where permanent classrooms , 
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administration block , dinning hall, kitchen and other necessary buildings are to be 
constructed. 
PROJECT SUMMAR Y 
3.1. PROJEC T COMPONENT S 
Construction of a day care center will include the followin g components: 
a. Community mobilization and involvement so as to have the maximum 
participation o f the community . 
Project implementation suc h as : 
8 classroom s 
Administration block 
Dinning hall kitchen and store 
1 staff quarter 
Playing grounds 
Fencing and car parks 
Recreation hall 
Gardens desig n 
c. Dissemination of information o n the project throug h productio n o f quarterly report s to 
stakeholders' meetings. Thi s will serve both to inform the stakeholder s and a s 
monitoring instruments, 
d. Evaluation 
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Evaluation is provided in the project schedule, which wil l be done by external evaluators 
at the end of the specific action plan. Th e aim will be to make assessment on whether 
the planned objectives are achieved through the project implementation. 
3.2. SOURC E OF THE IDE A FOR FW F T O IMPLEMEN T TH E PROJEC T 
Fair World Foundation has been in Sengerema since 1999. Sinc e all that time up to the 
year 2000, the C B O ha s been dealing with other sectors other than education. Durin g 
the year 2001, the C B O decide d to take part in the provision of education in particular. 
In th e same year the C B O establishe d the day care center called Fair Montessori Day 
Care Center to serve al l children aged 2 -6 year s in Sengerema Township. 
This idea came after th e CB O ha d observed the unbearable gap between the demand for 
pre - primar y schools and the number/capacities o f the pre - primar y schools existed. 
EXPECTED SERVICE S TO BE AVAILABLE UPO N IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE PROJEC T 
As outcome s after implementatio n of the project, the following services are expected to 
be made available: 
Conducive and spacious classrooms, which wil l encourag e childre n to attend to the day 
care centre and learn in standard conditions. 
Playing grounds and materials wil l keep the children active and make them physically 
fit. 
Staff quarter and administration block wil l provide desired services to staff of the day 
care center . 
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EXISTING GAPS IN EDUCATION SECTO R 
Since 1961 when this country gained its political independency, i t declared a fight with 
three enemies namely , Ignorance Disease and Poverty. 
In Sengerema, a s other parts in this country, the same enemies have been fought . Whil e 
fighting ignorance in particular, some notable deficiencies have featured. A  part from the 
general guide issued by the government throug h the national education policy, that every 
child has to pass through a pre-primary school before he/she starts his/her standard one , 
yet it has been practically impossible to implement the policy. The problem is attributed 
by the lack of capacity to absorb al l the eligible children into pre-primary school classes. 
That is, there are few pre-primary schools with inadequate facilities . This condition leads 
to a situation whereby most o f pupils start their standard one without getting into pre-
primary schools. 
In order to get a  crude picture regarding this problem, a simple survey that involved a 
small sample was conducted in 2000. The survey covered three pre-primary schools and 
three primary schools. The survey had the followin g concerns . 
(a) T o get the total number of children who completed their final yea r of pre-primary 
education in all three pre-primary schools for the period from 1998 to 2000. 
(b) T o know the total number o f pupils enrolled for standard on e in all the three 
primary schools for the same period (1998 - 2000) . 
(c) T o know the total number o f pupils who didn't attend the pre-primary education; 
but enrolled for standard on e in all the three primary schools from 199 8 to 2000. 
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(d)To crosscheck i f there has been a difference i n academic performance from the three 
primary schools teachers between pupils who passed through pre-primary schools and 
those who were dined for the opportunity. 
The following table reflected the crude picture through the gathered information. 
Table 4a : STATU S ON THE NUMBE R OF PUPILS JOINED PRIMAR Y 
EDUCATION AFTE R ATTENDIN G PRE-PRIMAR Y EDUCATION IN 
SENGEREMA TOWNSHIP (SURVEY RESULTS). 
Name of Period No. of Children Name of No. of pupils enrolled 
Pre- in completed a  final year primary for std one 
Primary years of pre-primary school. school 
School 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
Muslim 1998 33 40 73 Sengerema 158 175 333 
1999 65 55 120 Primary 185 155 340 
2000 48 50 98 school 342 362 704 
Bustani A 1998 35 33 68 Pambalu 78 75 153 
1999 28 29 57 Primary 124 104 228 
2000 27 31 58 School 207 202 409 
stani B 1998 32 35 67 Mweli 54 49 103 
1999 33 39 72 Primary 45 55 100 
2000 40 45 85 School 170 160 330 
T O T A L 335 350 685 1,363 1,337 2,700 
Source; Fair World Foundation survey results, 2000 
Responses of head teachers from the three Primary Schools namely Sengerema, Pambalu 
and Mweli (Remark s on academic performance on both cases) 
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Sengerema Primary School 
The head teacher for Sengerema primary School had the followin g 
remarks. 
Pupils enrolled for standard on e after passing through Pre-Primary school are always 
active and are used to stay in groups compared to those who didn't pass through Pre-
primary schools who behave i n the opposite manner . 
They are easy to teach and grasp the knowledge easily, when are enrolled in standard 
one. They normally follow the instructions from their teachers because they become 
already conversant wit h the medium of instruction (Kiswahili) rather than those who 
didn't get the pre-primary education who are used to their mother tongues only. 
Pupils who start their standard on e after passing through pre-primary schools are always 
attentive an d perform better compared to those who were denied for the opportunity of 
going through pre-primary school 
Pambalu Primary School. 
The head teacher for Pambalu Primary School like his colleagues of Sengerema Primary 
admits that the performance o f children attended Pre-Primar y education is good 
compared to those who didn't attend suc h Pre-Primary Schools. 
Mweli Primary School. 
The head teacher for Mweli Primar y School appreciated o n the academi c 
excellence of standard on e pupils who passed through Pre-Primary School 
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Table 4b: TO SURVEY ANALYSIS AND THE EXISTED GAP S BETWEEN TH E 
NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED FO R STD ONE AGAINST THOSE PASSE D 
THROUGH PRE-PRIMAR Y SCHOOLS . 
Years and No of children 
completed final year(Pre-
school education) 
Name of 
primary 
school 
Years and No. of 
pupils enrolled for 
std one 
Gap in absolute numbers and 
% 
Center 
name 
1998 1999 2000 1998 1999 2000 
1998 
1999 2000 
N 
0. 
% No % No % 
Moslem 73 120 98 Sengere 
ma 
P/School 
333 340 704 
Bustani A 55 57 68 Pambalu 
P/School 
153 228 409 
Bustani B 67 72 85 Mweli P/ 
School 
103 100 330 
Total 195 249 251 1589 668 1,443 394 66.8 419 63 1,192 83 
Source, FWF survey results , 200 
From above table, the following information was derived. 
There was an overall gap between total pupils enrolled for standard one in Primary 
Schools and those who completed their final year attending Pre-Primary Schools of 394, 
419 and 1,192 pupils for 1998, 1999 and year 2000 in absolute numbers - respectively . 
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There was a difference (gap ) between pupils who started thei r standard on e afte r 
attending Pre-Primary centers and those who started Primar y School without passing 
through Pre-Primary in percentage of 66.8, 63 and 83 for 1998 , 1999 and years 2000 
respectively. This is a proportion of pupils who started standar d on e without getting Pre-
Primary education over the total number of pupils who were enrolled in all three primary 
schools for the period from 1998 to 2000. 
Also from this simple survey, the problem was revealed that pupils who start their 
standard on e without passing through Pre-Primary Centers was increasing from 66.8%. 
From this perception, Fair World Foundation developed an interest t o work for the 
solution of this problem through establishment o f a Day Care Center. In 2001, the CB O 
(FWF) established the Day Care Center called Fair Montessori Day Care Center. 
PROJECT PROBLE M STATEMENT . 
The existing Day Care Centre (Fair Montessori Day Care Center) has inadequat e 
facilities and is faced with the problem of hiring classes, which prevents i t from getting a 
permanent registratio n because it hasn't fulfilled th e National Education Policy 
requirements. Fo r a day care centre to be registered, i t should own its own permanen t 
buildings. 
Lack of learning and play materials is another constrain t o f the center, u p to now, the 
centre canno t accommodat e al l applications due to lack of enough classes . 
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5.0. J U S T I F I C A T I O N / R A T I O N A L E T O I M P L E M E NT T H E P R O J E C T . 
Rationale for construction of the day care centre by Fair World Foundation includes the 
following:-
(i) Ther e is a high demand of Pre-Primary Schools compared to the available 
capacities. The indicator for this is the 83% of pupils who were found to start their 
standard one without passing through Pre-Primary Schools. 
(ii) . Th e existing facilities of the Fair Montessori Day Care Center are inadequat e 
such that not all children are accommodated a t the center compared to the applications. 
(iii) Th e idea to construct the day care centre go t a support from the community when 
another simpl e survey (which involved 40 House holds) to get the community's feelings 
was done of which its results are summarized below. 
(iv) Abou t 210 children had ever been recorded at the center between 2001 and 2002. 
However, the record dropped drastically with time due to un-conducive learning 
environment. Up to June 2003, the record showed 30 children only attended th e center . 
(a) Surve y Instrument used . 
Questionnaire was chosen as a convenient instrument fo r the survey. 
Number of respondents received the questionnaire ——4 0 
Number of respondents who filled and returned thei r questionnaire -  37 . 
Response rate was— ——92.5% . 
(b) Dat a analysis. 
60 children aged 2 -6 year s were found in 40 households i n which survey was done. 
Only 45 out o f 60 children were enrolled for Pre-School education. 
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That is 15 children who were eligible were not enrolled. 
(c ) Reasons (causes) for the children not to be enrolled as given by 
parents/guardians 
Low-income problem 5  respondents (13.5%) 
Few chances available 1 3 respondents (35.1%) 
No need to enroll children for Pre-School education - 2  respondent (5.4%). 
No response 1 7 respondents (46%). 
(d) Qualit y of services offered at the existing Fair Montessori Center. 
- Good 2 0 respondents (54.1%) 
-Poor 8  respondents (21.6%). 
- No response 9  respondents (24.3%). 
(e) Reason s for respondents to prefer the Fair Montessori Center 
Good services 4  respondents (20%) 
It is near to children's homes 6  respondents. 
Affordable schoo l fees 10 respondents 
Total 20 respondents 
(f) Reason s for 17 respondents not satisfied with the services at the Fair Montessori 
Centre. 
Lack of spacious classrooms and permanent place - 1 3 respondents (76.47%) 
Poor services - 4  respondents (23.53%) 
Total 17 respondents 
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(g) Respondents ' feeling on the day care center. 
Important - 3 3 respondents (89.2% ) 
Not important - 2  respondents (5.4% ) 
No response - 2  respondents (5.4% ) 
Total 37 respondents. 
(h) Respondents ' feeling on the construction of a day care center at the permanent 
place 
Good idea ready to participate - — 35 respondents (94.6% ) 
No response 2  respondents (5.4% ) 
The number of pre - schoo l centers stil l not enough. Th e good indicator for this is the 
incompatibility between the capacity of the 
existing pre - primar y centers and the number of children who are eligible to use these 
facilities. 
For example, in the last year (2003) all pre - schoo l centers existin g in Sengerema 
Township (Muslim, Bustani A , Bustan i B and Fair Montessori Day Care Center) had the 
capacity to accommodate 550 children in the final year classes. O n the other hand, the 
total number of children who were enrolled for standard one were in all primary schools 
within township area was so high (1,453). Thi s means it is quite possible that 903 
(equivalent to 62%) started standard one without passing through pre - primar y school. 
A l l thes e are the rationale and indication of a need to construct and expand the Fair 
Montessori Day Care Center. 
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5.0 PROJEC T DESCRIPTION . 
The aim of this project i s to bridge the gap between the capacity and adequacy of pre-
primary schools and the existing demand. This is achieved through implementation of 
this project, which will involv e the following components . 
- Community mobilization in order for the project to receive more support by many 
community members, and have their fully participation in all stages of project 
implementation. 
- Construction of Day Care Center that include; 
8 classrooms 
Administration block 
Dinning hall, kitchen and store 
3 toilet blocks 
1 staff quarter 
Playgrounds 
Fencing and car parks 
Recreation hall 
Gardens design 
Furniture and fixtures 
Sewerage system. 
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BROAD AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF T HE PROJECT . 
BROAD OBJECTIVE . 
To provide social welfare services to the community through capacity building and 
preparation of a concretized foundation o f children academic carrier . 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES . 
(i) Construct necessary infrastructure s (includin g building) to facilitate quality service 
delivery at the day care center. 
(ii) Makin g available the necessary playin g materials an d facilities. 
(iii) Provid e education service to children (aged 2 — 6 years) an d sharpen thei r brain 
before the y join primary school (as a process o f socialization) 
(v) To be a focal point for community participation and development . 
7.0 PROJEC T IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINES . 
The following schedule is to be followed as time-lines for the project 
implementation (summarized in appendix 1 A) 
Feed back to respondents and community sensitization (23rd November, 2003). 
At this stage it was arranged t o start a direct involvement of community. At this time, it 
was scheduled to avai l the entire community members wit h an opportunity to learn and 
inform them on the surve y results. Afte r this feed back to be given, it was also a good 
platform to start advocating and create awareness to all community members s o as to get 
their fullest participation potential and support . 
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Hold monthly stakeholders meeting (from 4t h January, 2004 to 4th April , 2005). 
The aim being three fold 
To keep al l the stakeholders informed on the status and progress o f the project 
implementation project. 
To inculcate the sense of ownership by the community members 
To have a formal forum of stakeholders where they can review the trend of project 
execution and proper meeting of obligations/responsibilities by individual community 
members. 
-Election o f construction committee (4th February, 2004). 
On the existing of this committee the envisaged outcome was to increase efficiency an d 
effectiveness o f project implementation. This expectation is based on the fact that the 
committee will be responsible with the management o f day-to-day roles regarding 
project implementation, they are the one who can take corrective measures t o better the 
construction process of the centre before the situation is out of hand. 
- Find a plot where the construction of the centre will be done (form 5th Februar y 
to 5th April 2004). 
Currently as stated in the section about problem statement, the day care center is being 
nun at the hired premises and classrooms. Apart from the area/classrooms being not 
spacious as adequately required it is also too expensive in both short and long runs. 
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- Preparation of drawings and BOQ's (from 30th April, to 20 th May 2004). 
Technical drawings is a pre requisite for bills of quantities (BOQ's ) to be prepared 
consequently this leads to the understanding o f the total costs required for any given 
project. 
- CB O an d community assess their resources capacity and establish a gap i f any. 
(25th May 2004). 
This was one o f the crucia l stages where the CBO's and community members had to 
assess their capacity on resources terms . The assessment itself was to look on the total 
sum require d for this project to be implemented up to the fina l stage. And tota l amount 
of resources, whic h can be made available between community members an d the CB O 
itself. 
- Resources mobilization (14th Ma y 2004 - 30 th June, 2005). 
Basically this stage expected to involve the following activities. 
Collection o f community contribution both cash and local materials. 
Preparation of projects proposal to be used for fund raising (application of grants or 
loans) 
Distribution of projects proposa l to various who will be identified as potential flinders. 
- Preparation of progress repor t an d presentation to stake holders. 
as previously mentioned al l stakeholders need to be constantly informed so as they don' t 
forget an d abdicate thei r responsibility. For this particular case, construction committee 
will be required to compile a quarterly report on the project progress . 
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- Floating Tender and Bidding ( l l t n Jul y to 19th August, 2005) . 
It is intended that workmanship for the project be of the required standards an d not of 
sub standards. To ensure that, this happen it is planned that after the resources are 
mobilized, floating o f tender and bidding will be the stage to follow after . 
- Award of tender to a competent bidder. (30 th August 2005). 
The competen t and lowest evaluated tendered wil l be selected and awarded. Since this is 
a much technical task, the CBO intend s to request the expertise from the District Counci l 
Director's office (Distric t Engineer) in order to arrive at a right choice of a contractor. 
- Signing of contract between the selected contractor and the centers construction 
committee. (10th September 2005). 
For th e agreement to be legal binding, a relevant and standard construction contract was 
drafted by the council Engineer for all these two parties to sign. 
- Actual construction (27th September 2005 - 27 th March 2006). 
The mai n components o f thi s stage include; 
Site clearance 
Foundation works 
Walling 
Roofing 
Finishing and equipping the centre with necessary furniture and playing materials. 
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The counci l engineer wil l be requested to render a technical supervisory services 
including of issuing interim certificates before the contractor is paid at each stage of 
construction in accordance to the signed contract. 
- Evaluation (22 nd to 30th August 2006) 
This is a post - monitorin g stage. Evaluation is to be conducted by a team that wil l 
comprise of external evaluators. However the CB O i n collaboration with the community 
members wil l retain the responsibility to prepare the terms o f references (ToR's) . The 
aim her e will be to see if all the planned outputs ar e achieved and to a lesser extent i f 
some positive outcome such as increase in number of enrolled children is being realized. 
8.0 ADMINISTRATIONS AND MANAGEMENT O F A  DAY CAR E CENTER . 
8.1. Management Structure. 
The centr e wil l be managed by the board at the top hierarchy flanked with an Executive 
Manager, Teaching Staff and Other Non -  Teachin g Staff with a clearly described roles 
and responsibilities at each level. 
Diagrammatically is represented b y the organization structure (organizatio n chart) of the 
CBO, whic h is subject t o changes depending on the demand exerted on a particular time 
- show n as appendix 3. 
8.2. PLANS, BUDGETS AND HANDLING OF FINANCIAL ISSUES. 
The Da y Care Center Management wil l be responsible for the preparation o f plans; 
budgets ascertai n sources of funds and solicit further fundin g for execution of the center s 
programs. 
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On th e other hand, the authority to approve plans and the board of directors wil l retain 
budgets. 
A l l finance s o f the centre wil l be done through the Account of the Institution (Day Care 
Center), which is operated a t the National Micro-finance Bank, Sengerema Branch . 
8.3 B O A R D O F DIRECTORS . 
8.3.1. Number of Board members . 
There will be five board members. I t is envisaged that, the consistency of the board must 
be in a manner that is resourceful to the center . I n this way therefore, i t calls for having 
small numbers o f members bu t who will constitute an efficient and effective board. 
Criteria fo r a  person t o be a board member . 
The centre management shal l nominate some o f the board members. Othe r members wil l 
be proposed to the District Commissioner for approval. The aim is to place a sense of 
discipline and responsive attitudes among members. Criteri a will includ e among other 
things; 
- Education level and background. 
- Profession. 
- Work experienc e 
- Personal initiatives. 
- Other factors, which wil l be seen as good potentials to the center's 
development. 
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Duties/ Powers of the Board . 
(a) Approv e organization's program plans and budgets . 
(b) Solici t funds an d materials for the CBO . 
(d) Makin g policies of the center . 
(f) Offe r advic e to CBO top management . 
Duties/ Power of Management 
(a) Preparin g budgets and plans for the center . 
(b) Advertising/shor t listing applications for employment. 
(c) Solicitin g of funds . 
(d) Makin g staff regulations. 
(e) Confirmatio n of employment of top management o f the centre . 
(f) Confirmatio n of expulsion of Level ' A ' management . 
(g) Expulsio n of level B staff . 
(h) Dea l with day-to-day activities. 
Existing relationship between Management and Board of Directors. 
Policymaking is presented i n a vertical line from bottom to top in the 
organization structure. However , powers are flown vertically to affect lowe r levels. This 
system seems to be effective since it stimulates quick actions and builds disciplinary 
behavior within the organization. 
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8.4. STAFFING . 
It is basically important to note that the requirement o f staff is equall y important to this 
expansion. With a big number o f registrations , the specialized and qualified teachers wil l 
be employed or recruited. 
This wil l run  concurrently with the recruitment of the supporting staff. Bot h methods of 
internal and external sources o f personnel will be deployed. 
8.5. Timetable s and Curricula. 
Since the centre is enrolling 2 -6 year s old children, and considering the number of 
registrations at the center, two sessions wil l be scheduled 
(morning and evening sessions). 
On th e other hand, the Curricula to be used will take care al l what is contained to 
Tanzanian syllabus in order to make the center attractive to parents and support it. 
Playing facilities and teaching materials. 
It is expected that, with all efforts t o erect the centre buildings, other efforts shal l also be 
exerted towards attaining the playing facilities and teaching materials. Quotations will be 
applied to discover types, prices for the quantities demanded fo r this project. 
9.0. PROJEC T MONITORING AN D EVALUATION . 
9.1 Monitoring . 
Monitoring is a tool, which is used to track the implementation whether done 
accordingly as per plan. The importance of having a monitoring system in place helps to 
take corrective measure i n case o f the implementation, which is not on the right truck. 
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For thi s project in particular : 
A forme d committee to take care o f the project implementation will be required to 
submit the progress repor t on quarterly basis to all stakeholders o f this project. 
The CB O wil l request th e District Engineer to take the responsibility of makin g 
inspection of the work quality (building) at each stage and issue an interim certificate 
before the contractor is paid. 
Evaluation. 
This is a summative stage of monitoring. At the end of project implementation, an 
assessment is made to see whether the expected targets are met. Likewise , evaluation 
for th e day care center construction project wil l be done at the end. The team is expected 
to involve external evaluators although the terms o f references (ToR s) are to be prepared 
by th e Fair Montessori Day dare center stakeholder s 
10.0. EXPECTE D OUTPUTS . 
Upon implementation of this project, the following are the expected outputs. 
OUTPUT INDICATOR M E A N S O F 
VERIFICATION 
D A T A 
COLLECTION 
METHOD. 
1 2 3 4 
Increased Number of children Class attendance Self-Administered 
opportunities for enrolled after projec t Registration book. questionnaire and 
children to be implementation. interview. 
enrolled 
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Improved 
performance of 
children joining 
primary school 
education. 
Numbers of pupil s who 
attain pass marks in 
examinations. 
School records. Track al l pupils 
registered at 
primary schools 
from Fai r 
Montessori daycare 
center 
Job 
creation/increased 
employment. 
Number of peopl e 
employed at the center . 
Day Car e Center 
records. 
Community records. 
Self administered 
questionnaire 
Interview. 
Review of records. 
11.0. D I S S E M I N A T I O N P L A N . 
In orde r to make all stakeholders an d other interested parties informed and aware about 
the project, the followin g strategies will be used: 
Announce through a local radio (available in Sengerema) on what is C B O 
doing and its future plan , as well as work plan to implement a project and the expected 
advantages 
The CB O wil l als o establish the information desk where all articles 
containing the progress report s regarding the project wil l be made available. 
Other important information to be available to stakeholders fo r free in the dissemination 
strategy are: -
Project description document. 
Budget Summaries. 
Staffing requirement . 
Progress report . 
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12.0. A C C O M P L I S H M E N T C O O P E R A T I O N P L A N 
For th e project to continue to deliver the desired benefits, the following have been taken 
into account as important inputs to ensure sustainability of the project's impacts . 
The projec t wil l provide social service facilities and in particular a nursery school (with 
playing materials and facilities) . 
The Da y Care Center will be charging fees of T.Shs . 2000 basic payment and 500/= per 
kid fo r porridge services that will take care of all future development and running costs. 
Total collections will sum up to T.Shs 9,600,000/= (T.Shs 7,600,000/= from  school fees 
and T.Shs. 1,920,000/ = fro m porridge collections). 
The expecte d revenue fo r the first year of operation is T.Shs. 13,600,000/=  against the 
expenditure o f T.Shs . 12,780,000/ = that makes a net income of T.Shs . 820,000/=. The 
net income is expected to grow bigger in consequent year s that ensure sustainability of 
the Day Care Center. 
13.0. B U D G E T N A R A T I O N . 
The projec t budget wil l be in two major categories, which are capital development 
(investment) and operational costs. 
Development budget wil l include the following expenditure items: -
Construction o f necessary infrastructure , i.e . 8 classrooms, dinning hall, Kitchen, store, 
administration block, staff quarter, toilets , recreational hall, play grounds, etc. 
Procurement of computers, fil e cabinets, chairs, tables, desks, air conditions/fans, 
shelves and other office equipmen t 
The followin g expenditure items will constitute the operational budget . 
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Salaries for staff. 
Stationeries 
Bills for water, postage, Internet connectivity, electricity , and 
Other incidental 
13.1. T O T A L PROJEC T BUDGET SUMMARY . 
Description Requested 
Amount (T.Shs) 
Community 
Contribution 
(T.Shs) 
Total (T.Shs) 
CAPITAL BUDGE T 
Buildings and other 
infrastructures 75,535,330/= 4,000,000/= 79,535,330/= 
Office Equipment 
Computers & printers 6,000,000/= - 6,000,000/= 
FURNITURES &  FITTING S 
Office furniture 
300,000/= 100,000/= 400,000/= 
Hall furniture 200,000/= 100,000/= 300,000/= 
Dining hall furniture and 
equipments 
300,000/= 100,000/= 400,000/= 
Classroom furniture 
1,000,000/= 100,000/= 1,100,000/= 
Kitchen equipments 
150,000/= 90,000/= 240,000/= 
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Teaching Aid and playing 
material 
500,000/= 500,000/= 1,000,000/= 
T O T A L 'A' 
(Capital budget) 83,985,330/= 4,990,000/= 88,975,330/= 
OPERATIONAL BUDGET . 
Wages and Salaries 
6,260,000/= 
(From fees and 
community 
contribution in 
initial phase) 
6,260,000/= 
Utilities 
-Water bills. 
- Electricity bills 
520,000/= 
(From use fees 
charged by the 
centre) 
520,000/= 
Stationeries - 250,000/= 250,000/= 
Communication/Internet 
connectivity 300,000/= 300,000/= 
Operation and maintenance 
- 300,000/= 300,000/= 
TOTAL B 
(Operational Budget) NIL 7,630,000/= 7,630,000/= 
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